
 

Golf week 10: ultimate crazy golf course 

Lesson aim: 
● Be able to work as a team and making the biggest crazy golf course 
● Be able to use ever lesson we have learned and combine it into today’s lesson.  

Warm up: 10 minutes  
 
The gates - put children into groups of 4 or how many children in the club. Put down cones 
which acts as the gates. Make sure they are coloured red, orange, green and yellow. Red 
will be the shortest distance and to yellow the longest one. Children to putt the ball into the 
gates trying to get the best one.  
Red=1 
Orange=2 
Green=3 
Yellow=4 
 

Equipment: 
● Rope 
● Golf clubs  
● Golf balls 
● Cones 
● Score card 
● Pencils 
● Benches (if available) 

 
NOTE: try to be creative and use any equipment you can find. Link to previous lessons. 

Main activity: 40 minutes 
 
First drill: Create the course 

● Get children into groups and assign them 5 holes they are going to create. Explain 
how the finishing course will be 20 holes. Each hole can be the same theme or 
different theme. 

● Use as much equipment as possible like the children have done in previous 
lessons such as  

1. Size 5 balls 
2. Skipping ropes  
3. Boxes or tubs (which equipment are in) 
4. Hurdles 

● Children will need to practise each course and make sure the ball can at least go in 
the target hole. 

 
Second drill: Playing the course 

● Children will stay in the groups and go around each part of the course. Reinforce 
they are having fun and to enjoy the last session. 

● Children to record score card results. Pick 5 winners with the highest score card a 
certificate.  

Coaching points: 
● Reinforce the object of this lesson is to combine everything we have learned from 

previous lessons. 



● Explain this is all about enjoying the last lesson so make the course as creative as 
possible. 

● Give help to children who may need to improve their putting skills.  
● Use of instructions that children will need to give to their groups. Getting the 

children to assign each roles. 

Cool down: 5 minutes  
 
Monkey ball - children in a circle with feet joined together and legs apart. One ball in the 
middle being rolled using two hands. If the ball goes into a goal (childrens legs) they lose 
an arm and if it happens again they lose another arm. Furthermore they gain the arms 
back but same thing happens again if the ball goes through the goal. However once all 
arms are gone then the person would be out.  

Debrief and certificate: 
 
Ask questions - what have we learnt over the 10 weeks? How do we putt a ball? How do 
we hold a golf club?  

 


